JetMail

®

JetMail® Digital Mailing System Provides
a Speed and Flexibility That Points Office
Productivity in the Right Direction
Today every business is faced with trying
to do more with less. And time is always
money. So the last thing a business needs
to be concerned with is time-consuming
mail processing. With FP’s JetMail, you
don’t have to. It is the only business-class
postage meter on the market today that
processes virtually any type of mail up to
nearly one inch thick and any height in just
one pass. You can place all the same
class mail pieces in the feeder and JetMail
does the rest. You don’t even have to sort
them. What could be more convenient?

JetMail’s flexibility is due to an exclusive
vertical transport designed to handle
catalogs and other bulky mailings with
ease. Offering the widest pass-through
in the industry, oversized mail and #10
envelopes are processed with the same
efficiency. And JetMail is ready to grow
along with your business. Add an optional
inline dynamic scale to weigh and calculate
the correct postage or card system for
tracking up to 300 accounts for internal
accounting. Whatever your postage needs
may be, JetMail is ready to meet them.

FP MAILING SOLUTIONS

JetMail
Key Advantages
JetMail’s Exclusive Vertical Feeder Handles All Your Mail Perfect for large and bulky mailings up
to nearly one inch thick and any height, JetMail offers the widest pass-through in the industry.
Perfect Sealing at the Touch of a Button Seal and process all in one step. It’s that easy.
Feed Unsorted Mail with an Optional Inline Dynamic Scale Inline dynamic weighing feeds unsorted

Special Features

mail through the system calculating the right rate every time. Eliminates the two-step weighing
and postage calculation process saving time and increasing mailroom productivity.

✓ Auto daily date set

Use the Automatic Label Dispenser for Large Packages Pressure sensitive labels for large packages

✓ Easy-to-read display screen

eliminates messy water-activated processes.

✓ High postage and low postage
warnings

Weigh and Rate Your Mail with Ease Integrated scale calculates postage rates for larger pieces.

✓ Digital inkjet printing

✓ Interfaces with any FP electronic
scale
✓ Modular design

Specifications

✓ Maintains up to nine push-button
meter ads

JetMail®
Length
Width
Height
Rated speed
EZ Card accounting
Letter specification
Noise level
Approvals
Power

21.7" (base only)
(With catch tray: 11.9” to 16.3”)
16.5"
13.4"
7,600 pieces/hour
Up to 300 accounts
Sizes: 3” x 5” to 10” x 13”
Thickness - max. 0.8”
LWA<64 dBa (Normal operation)
LWA<45 dBa (Stand-by)
Standard UL 1950/3rd edition
FCC 15, Class A
115V, 60Hz, 2 A

✓ Soft key control pad
✓ TELESET postage refill system
✓ Vertical feeding handles mixed mail
up to 0.8 inch
✓ Whisper-quiet at 64 dBa

Modular Options
✓ EZ Card System allows you
to track up to 300 accounts for
internal accounting or for postage
charge backs.

Vertical Feed System

Inline Dynamic Scale

Integrated Electronic Scale

Length
Width
Height
Feeder Weight

Length
Width
Height
Scale Weight

Length
Power sealer
Catch tray
Width
Height
Weight

Capacity
Sealer

21.7”
16.5"
13.4"
27.5 lb.
63 lb. with base
0.8”
Up to 2” flap

21.7”
16.5"
13.4"
29.5 lb.
99.5 lb (with base
feeder and inline
dynamic scale)

Capacity
Rate speed:
JetMail

FP Mailing Solutions is a U.S. Postal
Service authorized, commercial product
service provider of postage evidencing
systems.
The Jetmail is a digital product that
complies with all the current USPS
regulations. The USPS has no published
decertification plans for these products.

2 lb.
Capacity

21.7” (Base only)
Add 4.0"
Add 11.9 to 16.5”
16.5”
13.4”
31.5 lb. (Base only)
6 lb. (Power sealer only)
5 lb. (Meter only)
5 lb.

up to 2,800 pph

Customer service is an important feature of every
FP product. Whenever you have questions, we’ll find
the answers for you. It’s part of what makes FP the
right choice for your mailroom needs.

Talk to your MAILQUICK representative today to
learn about our family of mailing systems
and solutions.

MAILQUICK
2650 Fountain View Drive
Houston, TX 77057
713.781.6969
www.MailMachinesHouston.com
MS-2006-2

